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Energy

► The 2% tax applied on the annual turnover of energy distribution companies, introduced via the

Government’s Emergency Ordinance (OUG) 114/2018, will be supported entirely by Romanian consumers,

according to reports of Romanian Energy Regulatory Authority (ANRE) from last week

On February 22, the Authority has published a set of draft initiatives for amending distribution tariffs which will be raised by more

than 2.5% from March 1. However, ANRE announced that all distribution companies can recover the 2% tax on turnover from

prices applied to final consumers, businesses and households, in order to carry out the energy distribution activity for electricity

and natural gas, as a result of the recent regulatory changes. Thus, the national press is already reporting that current bills may

increase considerably starting from March, despite the assurances given in early January by ANRE that the provisions of OUG

114/2018 will not lead to higher prices for energy services.
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Energy

► Fondul Proprietatea (FP), a joint stock company operating as a closed-end investment business in

Romania, revalued its 20% stake in Hidroelectrica, a state-owned company and the biggest electricity

producer in Romania, reporting a decline in value by 391 million RON, due to OUG 114/2018 and the

secondary regulations developed by ANRE for the OUG’s implementation, the joint stock company announced on

February 19. But even under these conditions, FP's holding in Hidroelectrica increased by almost 9% (319 million RON), from

3,566 to 3,885 billion RON, compared to the end of 2017. Therefore, the 2018’s results of Hidroelectrica have overtaken the

anticipated effects of the OUG 114/2018 measures for the energy sector. The most important changes for the producer are the

introduction of a regulated electricity supply obligation with a fixed profit margin of 5% to households and an increase by 20

times of the annual turnover tax (from 0.1% to 2%).
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Energy

► In other news, Hidroelectrica announced on February 25 that the company will start procedures for

refurbishing the Vidraru Hydro Power Plant by using the competitive dialogue method of selecting the best

contract instead of auctioning methods applied before.

Vidraru is one of the most important plants of Hidroelectrica (220 MW production capacity provided by four hydro groups) and

the value of the refurbishment is about 82 million EUR. This will be the third auction launched by the company after first two

auctions failed (all bids were non-compliant for technical reasons). Thus, Hidroelectrica will resume the auction within a month

and the new procedure will give greater flexibility for bidders, while keeping the same quality for refurbishment works, said

Bogdan Badea, Hidroelectrica General Manager. He also said that the estimated timeframe for the refurbishment procedure will

be three, maximum four years.
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► Szabolcs Ferencz has been appointed CEO and Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Hungarian

natural gas transmission system operator FGSZ (which is part of the MOL group) on February 1, the

Hungarian press reported on February 20.

He is a former Country Manager in Romania of the oil and gas group MOL (2003-2019) and started his professional career as a

Communications Director of the Hungarian Government during the first term of Viktor Orban as Prime Minister (1998-2000). One

of the most interesting facts is that Ferencz was born and raised in Timișoara, Romania. Nowadays, the relationship between FGSZ

and Romanian counterpart Transgaz is crucial for the development of the BRUA international gas pipeline - aimed at transporting

local natural gas, including from the Black Sea, to Western Europe, in order to reduce EU’s dependency on gas imports from

Russian state-owned giant Gazprom. Thus, the latest move at the leadership FGSZ seems to be a strategic step for Hungary.
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► Romgaz, one of Romania’s two largest gas producers, signed in Azerbaijan a letter of intent for expressing

the company’s interest towards using the Southern Corridor infrastructure in the coming years, according to

a company statement from February 20.

The document is addressed to the Southern Gas Corridor (SGC) Advisory Council, chaired by Ilham Aliyev, President of Azerbaijan.

Romgaz intends to ensure the natural gas security of supply and diversification of sources for both Romania and and the

neighboring countries, by linking the BRUA Project with SGC and developing relations with Bulgaria, Greece and Azerbaijan, as

well as a potential partnership with SOCAR.
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Energy

► Delgaz Grid, electricity and gas distribution operator in Northeast Romania, controlled by E.ON Romania,

transferred 750 million RON as dividends to shareholders at the end of last year. Concurrently, the company

contracted a loan of 750 million RON from the majority shareholder E.ON Romania, according to company’s

reports published this month.

The Romanian state holds 13.51% of the company’s shares through the Ministry of Energy, therefore the ministry collected

101.36 million RON through this distribution round of dividends. At the same time, according to the draft budget for 2019, the

Romanian state estimates lower revenues from dividends this year, decreasing to 6.83 billion RON (from 7.11 billion RON in

2018).
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► Energy companies in Romania are complaining about the lack of investments in the sector, according to

statements of several representatives of private and state-owned companies from last week, made during

the “ZF Summit”.

The need for investment is identified in all activities in the sector: production (especially of renewable power plants and

refurbishment of coal plants), transport and distribution of electricity and natural gas. Corneliu Bodea, the President of the

Romanian Energy Center, stated that Romania could be in danger of losing its role as regional leader in energy capacity if

investments are not made fast. Also, Elisabeta Ghidiu, Director of Corporate Strategy and Management of Transgaz, the national

transmission system operator, identified the need for investments in the energy sector in order for the production and

diversification of electricity and gas sources to be developed in Romania. However, there were also opposing opinions regarding

this topic. Petru Rusht, representative of Siemens Romania, mentioned that investments will not decrease in Romania due to the

country’s shortage of 8,000 MW of electricity in the system. From his point of view, investments will grow because the need is

real.
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► Wind energy production in Romania ranked second in Europe on Saturday, February 23, after Ireland, according to Wind

Europe data. The wind turbines provided a 49 GWh total production in Romania, measuring 27% of the total demand, while

in Ireland it provided 47% of the total demand. Romania ranks eighth in the EU in terms of wind electricity consumption in

2018, as 10% of the total energy production is due to wind turbines. EU’s strongest performers in this area are Denmark

(41%), Ireland (28%) and Portugal (24%).

► The Romanian Government promises 600 charging stations for electric cars, with one charging station per every 100

kilometers on national roads by next year, the President of Environment Fund Administration Cornel Brezuică announced on

February 20, during an event dedicated to the energy sector. According to Mr. Brezuică, the Government started a national

program divided in two parts: actions of local authorities and measures at national level. There are 22 municipalities that

have already submitted projects for building charging stations and some of them will be completed until the end of this year.
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► The fuel price before taxation has grown again in Romania and is above the EU average at the moment, according to the

European Commission’s Oil Bulletin from. February 22 Thus, gasoline costs 0.501 EUR per liter, while the EU average price is

0.497 EUR per liter. In the same time, the price for diesel reaches 0.602 EUR per liter in Romania, while the EU average price

is 0.595 EUR per liter. This increasing trend has started since the beginning of February. However, the final price is still

competitive: Romanian drivers were paying less than the European average after taxation.
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► Romanian Energy Regulatory Authority (ANRE) has set March 15 as a deadline for the communication of the annual turnover

achieved last year by the electricity and natural gas companies, which will constitute the taxation basis for the 2% tax on

turnover imposed via OUG 114/2018, as the Authority reported on February 26.

The decision came after ANRE postponed last week the first deadline, February 20, but did not specify a new one, leaving the

industry in limbo. At the same time, ANRE also approved the calculation method of the 2% tax on turnover. In this regard, the

Regulatory Committee of ANRE has drafted an order proposal which specifies that suppliers and traders will pay the 2% tax only

on margins, while producers and distributors will pay 2% of their entire turnover, and this will remain the final form for the

adoption of OUG 114 - also known as the “ordinance on greed”. Therefore, taking in consideration these new regulatory

changes, the energy sector is still wondering how all the money will be spent by ANRE, since they cannot be transferred to the

state budget, according to the Authority’s law of operation.
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► Romania could face investigations by the European Commission for violating the European Gas Directive by granting illegal

state aid to industrial consumers through the provisions of OUG 114/2018, according to Deloitte and the Romanian Petroleum

Exploration and Production Companies Association (ROPEPCA).

Deloitte conducted an impact study on the effects of OUG 114/2018, commissioned by ROPEPCA, presented in a press

conference in Bucharest on February 26. According to the study, the price cap for natural gas at which industrial consumers can

acquire gas could represent a risk of illegal state aid. Thus, similar companies from other European countries may complain to

EU authorities. Moreover, there is already an ongoing investigation at the European Commission in this regard, according to

Sorin Elisei, Deloitte Expert.
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► OUG 114/2018 is changing plans of Romgaz to build a chemical plant for producing chemical fertilizers, the state-owned

company announced on February 21.

Romgaz expressed its interest in starting this new business on several occasions last year. At the moment, Romgaz is assessing

once again if this new plant can be built, with consideration for the new regulatory changes. The announcement came one day

after the company announced that it had lost a trial against the Romanian Court of Accounts and a total total financial loss of

more than 200 million RON. According to the decision of the Chamber of Accounts from Sibiu county (CSS Sibiu), posted by

Romgaz on its website, the company was accused in 2016 of deviating from it’s activity during an audit carried out by CSS Sibiu

and Romgaz lost the trial.
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► The Energy Ministry is considering the reorganization of the national electricity production system by setting up a new

company which will include both coal and hydro power plants, according to State Secretary Doru Vișan - declaration from

February 19. The idea of unifying Hidroelectrica and Oltenia Energy Complex group (CEO), the two biggest electricity producers

in Romania, is an old one and it was promoted many years ago by other governments. But the idea was strongly contested by

the energy sector and experts because it would mean that a profitable company such as Hidroelectrica would take over the

debts of hundreds of millions RON, accumulated by coal-fired power plants and this action can pun the entire electricity

production system in danger. More details regarding this idea are expected in the coming weeks.

► Save Romania Union (USR) Deputy Cristina Prună addressed an open letter to Prime Minister Viorica Dăncilă and to Economy

Minister Niculae Bădălău on February 18 to ask them to support Romania's integration into the “European Battery Alliance"

(EBA), a European initiative launched at the end of 2017 whose goal is to develop battery production at EU level. Moreover, this

European initiative is also supported by the European Commissioner Corina Crețu. The first pilot project consisting in building

production facilities in EU is already started and additional projects are announced as being the main actor in the strategic field

of battery production. But no response of the Prime Minister or the Economy Minister has been announced so far.
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► President Klaus Iohannis rejected the 2019 budget, contesting the related legislation approved by the

Parliament.

During a brief press conference on Friday, February 22, the President announced his decision to reject the 2019 budget and

refer the related legislation to the Constitutional Court of Romania. While announcing this decision, the President characterized

the draft as “a national shame” and strongly criticized the Social Democrats’ style of governance.

► European Commission and Romanian institutions worry over latest developments on justice, which

triggered protests in Bucharest on Sunday.

On February 19, the Romanian Government approved a controversial new Emergency Ordinance (OUG 7/2019), amending the

justice-related legislation. The adoption of the OUG was not announced before the Government’s Meeting on February 19 and

was not included on the official agenda.
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► Laura Codruța Kovesi lost the lead for European Chief Prosecutor after a vote in the European Council,

European Parliament’s decision to follow.

The former DNA Chief Prosecutor ranked second in the selection process for heading EPPO (European Public Prosecutor’s

Office), after last week’s vote in the Committee of the Permanent Representatives of the European Member States’

Governments.
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► The Romanian special prosecutors’ section approved a complaint against European Commission’s First

Vice President Frans Timmermans.

Commissioner for Justice Vera Jourova, Romania’s General Prosecutor Augustin Lazăr, and the Head of the European

Commission’s Representation to Romania, Angela Cristea, are also targeted by the a complaint approved on February 20 - and

filed in by a media group close to the governing coalition.
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► According to Senate Speaker Călin Popescu-Tăriceanu, some amendments to the “ordinance on greed”

are possible.

Senate Speaker and ALDE Chairman Călin Popescu-Tăriceanu, PSD’s partner in government, has already shifted rhetorics twice

last week; however, the main idea still stands: between PSD and ALDE, the junior coalition partner is in favour of amending OUG

114/2018 (the so-called “ordinance on greed”), which has already affected the Romanian business environment.

► Romania’s economic growth slowed down in 2018, compared with 2017.

In 2018, the country’s economic growth was around 4.1% compared with 2017’s level of 7%, according to data released last

week by the National Statistics Institute (INS). INS stated “the 2018 economic growth was slower then the initial 4.7% forecast

and much different from the Government’s projection of 6.1%.
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► President Klaus Iohannis accepted PSD’s nominations for the

Ministries of Transport and Regional Development;

► President Iohannis met with his Egyptian counterpart, Abdel

Fattah El-Sisi.
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► PSD representatives attended the PES Congress in Madrid. Dragnea talked about justice restoration and

amending “mistakes and abuses of the past”;

► PM Dăncilă met The Social Equity Minister from Israel;

► SMEs Minister Radu Ștefan Oprea and his German counterpart held a meeting to discuss German

investments in Romania;

► Defense Minister Gabriel Leș attended a meeting at the NATO headquarters in Brussels, underlined

Romania’s main objectives on deterrence and defense on NATO’s Eastern flank;

► Romania is working intensely for negotiations on the 2020 Multiannual Financial Framework to advance

in due time.
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► PNL wishes to revoke the Ombudsman. USR draws letters to

European institutions complaining about the current

amendments in justice legislation;

► Journalist Rareș Bogdan to open PNL’s list for European

Parliament elections.
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► Increased debates over the 2019 state budget draft;

► Intense debates over the newly adopted ordinance on justice, protests may still follow regardless of the voting

result on the simple motion filed in by the opposition against Justice Minister Tudorel Toader;

► Increased media pressure after the conclusion of Laura Codruța Kovesi’s candidacy for Chief European

Prosecutor.

► PSD has withdrawn political support for the nomination of Mircea Drăghici as President of the Permanent

Electoral Authority (AEP) and has nominated Constantin Mitulețu Buică. Expect increased political tensions on this

topic, sensitive to all future political competitors.
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President Klaus Iohannis rejected the 2019 budget, contesting the related legislation approved by the

Parliament

► During a brief press conference on Friday, February 22, the President announced his decision to reject the 2019 budget and refer the

related legislation to the Constitutional Court of Romania. While announcing this decision, the President characterized the draft as “a

national shame” and strongly criticized the Social Democrats’ style of governance: “The PSD ruling has failed. We have numerous

problems in hospitals, the education is not funded properly, even underfunded, this party’s hold of power has been an assault on the

rule of law in Romania. Social Democrats are unable to govern Romania. PSD does not govern for Romanians, it governs for Liviu Dragnea

(n.b. PSD’s Chairman and Chamber of Deputies Speaker)”.

► The President continued his critical rhetoric by stating that the approved budget is “unrealistic and overvalued”, reaffirming that the

Presidential Administration has referred the law approving the budget to the Constitutional Court for “numerous issues regarding the

law’s constitutionality”. According to the referral later made public by the Presidential Administration, Iohannis has invoked five main

Political – Key News
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arguments on the budget’s failure to abide to principles enshrined in the Constitution: (1) legislators have ignored the opinion of the Fiscal

Council and have breached principles and regulations related to the fiscal and budgetary responsibility; (2) legislators have failed to comply

with EU’s MTOs (all EU countries are expected to reach their medium-term budgetary objectives (MTOs), or to be heading towards them by

adjusting their structural budgetary positions at a rate of 0.5% of GDP per year as a benchmark); (3) the significant differences between the

economic growth forecast of the European Commission and the one established by the Government; (4) the decision to transfer of social

security spendings from central to local authorities; (5) the enabling of the Ministry of Development to shift funds between budgetary

chapters. The Constitutional Court has set March 6 as final date for debating the President’s referral.

► For context, before approving the 2019 budget, the Chamber of Deputies passed a budgetary deficit increase from 2.55% GDP to 2.76%

GDP, after approving an amendment from the Liberal Party to increase monthly allowances for children. Klaus Iohannis is attempting to irritate

the governing coalition (PSD - Social Democrats and ALDE) and its leaders as much as possible, in order to set the positive premises and

electoral support for his upcoming presidential campaign. Klaus Iohannis is the only presidential candidate for this winter’s elections

announced so far.
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European Commission and Romanian institutions worry over latest developments on justice, which

triggered protests in Bucharest on Sunday

► On February 19, the Romanian Government approved a controversial new Emergency Ordinance (OUG 7/2019), amending the justice-

related legislation. The adoption of the OUG was not announced before the Government’s Meeting on February 19 and was not included

on the official agenda. The main changes introduced by OUG 7/2019 refer to a series of procedural aspects related to the appointment of

prosecutors. However, the amendments introduced via OUG 7/2019 legislation are believed to have been tailored in order to serve the

governing party’s goal of controlling key aspects of the justice system. In short, OUG 7/2019 provisions that:

► (1) the opinion of the Supreme Council of Magistrates (CSM) on the appointment of a new Chief Prosecutor at the DNA

(National Anti-corruption Directorate) will no longer be issued by the CSM’s Judges Section - it becomes a responsibility of CSM’s Plenary;

it is worth noting that, lately, CSM’s Plenary has become more favourable towards the governing coalition, especially under Lia Savonea’s

leadership (now heavily contested);
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► (2) judges who have previously been prosecutors will be able to become Chief Prosecutors of key prosecution offices, if

appointed; the Romanian media has shown that a certain judge will benefit from this measure, namely Alina Ghica from the Bucharest

Court of Appeal, who has previously erased some of the prejudice in the Tel Drum file (targeting PSD Chairman Liviu Dragnea);

► (3) interim mandates at the head of DNA and the General Prosecution have been blocked; delegated Chief Prosecutors

can only head a high ranking prosecution office for 45 days; this measure is aimed at forcing the Romanian President to accept

nominations for Chief Prosecutors during a limited timeframe;

► (4) the General Prosecutor can no longer refute criminal investigations targeting prosecutors from the special

investigative section for magistrates, even though the General Prosecutor may consider certain investigations as illegal or unfounded; this

provision eliminates the power of General Prosecutor Augustin Lazăr to dismiss an investigation by the unit into crimes allegedly

committed by former Chief DNA Prosecutor Laura Codruța Kovesi.
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► On February 20, the following day, the European Union has asked Romania's government for clarifications. European Commission

spokesman Margaritis Schinas that the Commission, the EU's executive, was “following with great concern the latest developments

concerning the rule of law in Romania”. Romania, which currently holds the EU's rotating six-month Presidency, needs to “very urgently

put the reform process back on track” and abstain “from steps which reverse progress” in fighting corruption, he told journalists in

Brussels. Council of Europe representatives stressed that “Romania has to establish a solid and independent system for appointing high-

level prosecutors, based on clear and transparent criteria and supported by the Venice Commission, as well as to review the laws of

justice by taking full account of the CVM recommendations and the opinions of the Venice Commission and GRECO”.

► Numerous institutions reacted against the OUG, with some courts of judges even protesting by freezing their daily workflow. President

Klaus Iohannis said the Government wants to render the justice system inefficient “for personal interests”. The government was

“obsessed about weakening the justice system until it is longer effective,” Iohannis wrote on his Facebook account late on February 19.

Romania should not be allowed to be run by people “who want to place justice under political control,” he added.
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► The Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism (DIICOT) stated that “the amendments contravene the institutional

architecture engulfed by the Constitution”. Romania’s General Prosecutor (Augustin Lazăr) together with the High Court of Justice and

the Superior Council of Magistrates addressed criticism over the OUG’s unconstitutionality.

► Furthermore, DIICOT Prosecutors decided on Monday, February 25, to suspend their activity until March 8, as a form of protest against

the adoption of OUG 7/2019. The Prosecutors' Section of CSM mentioned in an open letter addressed to Prime Minister Viorica Dăncilă

that prosecutors saw inter-institutional coordination as essential for streamlining and ensuring a high-level of independence and

transparency for the justice system, as it is an area requiring common efforts of all powers of the state, within the limits of constitutional

and legal duties.

► PNL announced that the party will file in a new simple motion against Justice Minister Tudorel Toader, stating “this ordinance on

justice represents a mean of repression against magistrates who do not respond to PSD and ALDE’s commands”. The simple motion will

be titled “Tudorel Toader and PSD-ALDE, take your dirty hands off justice”. The OUG was criticized by President Iohannis as well, who said

that “PSD acted, once again, against the act of justice, against the rule of law, against Romania and its citizens”.
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Three associations from the justice field - the Romanian Judges Forum Association, the Movement for Defending Prosecutors’ Status

Association and the Initiative for Justice Association urged President Iohannis to appraise the Venice Commission while expressing “deep

concern over the amendments”. USR and PLUS reacted as well, joining the wave of criticism by saying that this governmental ordinance

“will force Romania out of the European Union”.

► PSD’s Liviu Dragnea said he was “unaware” of the OUG 7/2019, but he had read it and “such an ordinance was necessary”.

► Numerous magistrates announced and commenced to Polish-like protests. The magistrates who joined the wave of protests against

the OUG announced they will only attend the courtrooms for urgent cases (cases of arrests). Protests were held by the Civil Society as

well, Romanians gathering in Victoria Square on February 24, in front of the Government’s building, asking for Toader’s resignation. USR

and PLUS representatives together with PNL MPs joined the movement too. Expect increased media and public pressure in the coming

days, especially after Justice Minister Tudorel Toader announced on Monday, February 25, that the article provisioning for judges to

become chief prosecutors will be recalled, following discussions with associations representing magistrates. Thus, a new OUG in this

regard is expected next week.
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Laura Codruța Kovesi lost the lead for European Chief Prosecutor after a vote in the European Council,

European Parliament’s decision to follow

► The former DNA Chief Prosecutor ranked second in the selection process for heading EPPO (European Public Prosecutor’s Office), after

last week’s vote in the Committee of the Permanent Representatives of the European Member States’ Governments.

Therefore, a political vote, which placed French candidate Jean-François Bohnert first. Laura Codruța Kovesi ranked second, on par with

German candidate Andres Ritter, each having received 29 points. The next stage in the process to select the Chief Prosecutor of EPPO has

involved hearings of the three candidates on February 26, in a joint meeting of the European Parliament’s Committee on Civil Liberties,

Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE) and Committee on Budgetary Control (CONT). After a vote in CONT on February 26 afternoon, the

Romanian candidate has obtained the most votes (12), followed by the French candidate (11). If the order of the candidates changes

after the LIBE vote expected on Wednesday, February 27, negotiations will start between the European Parliament and the EU Council.

The negotiations will take place under Finland’s Presidency of the Council of the EU. The Romanian candidate was initially the favorite

one, following the selection committee’s initial recommendation to the European Parliament.
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The Romanian special prosecutors’ section approved a complaint against European Commission’s First Vice

President Frans Timmermans

► Commissioner for Justice Vera Jourova, Romania’s General Prosecutor Augustin Lazăr, and the Head of the European Commission’s

Representation to Romania, Angela Cristea, are also targeted by the a complaint approved on February 20 - and filed in by a media group

close to the governing coalition.

The story, mostly reflected by the rest of the Romanian media as ridiculous, involves European and Romanian officials who have been

accused of “creating an organized crime group, abuse of office, forgery and presenting false information”, mostly related with the CVM

report. Brussels Officials reacted by pointing out that Romania does not hold any jurisdiction for this case while, useful for context, the

latest CVM report issued in November last year strongly criticized Romania stepping back on the reform of the judiciary and fight against

corruption. Back then, Commission First Vice President Frans Timmermans was one of the most worried voices about the state of the

Romanian justice and rule of law.
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According to Senate Speaker Călin Popescu-Tăriceanu, some amendments to the “ordinance on greed” are

possible

► Senate Speaker and ALDE Chairman Călin Popescu-Tăriceanu, PSD’s partner in government, has already shifted rhetorics twice last

week; however, the main idea still stands: between PSD and ALDE, the junior coalition partner is in favour of amending OUG 114/2018

(the so-called “ordinance on greed”), which has already affected the Romanian business environment.

According to Tăriceanu, “we are more then open to discussions, amendments can be brought to the OUG if they are justified, well put

together”. This was not the first time Tăriceanu tried to take a turn from the joint PSD-ALDE official positioning, and to underline his

openness towards the private sector. The draft law for passing OUG 114/2018 into law is currently under debate in the Senate’s relevant

committees, thus amendments are, at least in theory, possible. The Chamber of Deputies is the decisive chamber on this category of

legislation. Useful for context, Tăriceanu has already expressed numerous times his intentions (not stating it officially) to run for

President this year and his attitude can be interpreted as a sign of pre-electoral campaigning.
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Romania’s economic growth slowed down in 2018, compared with 2017

► In 2018, the country’s economic growth was around 4.1% compared with 2017’s level of 7%, according to data released last week by

the National Statistics Institute (INS). INS stated “the 2018 economic growth was slower then the initial 4.7% forecast and much different

from the Government’s projection of 6.1%.

The weakness is bound to continue in 2019”. INS estimated a 2.7% GDP economic growth. By contrast, the Romanian Government

expects medium-term economic growth rates above 5%.
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President Klaus Iohannis accepted PSD’s nominations for the Ministries of Transport and Regional

Development

► On February 21, after months of tensions, President Klaus Iohannis has finally accepted PSD’s nominations for two key portfolios -

Transport and Regional Development. The new Minister of Transport is Răzvan Cuc, whereas the new Minister of Regional Development

is Daniel Suciu. Having previously refused PSD’s nominations even four times, in the case of Lia Olguța Vasilescu, President Iohannis

accepted Cuc and Suciu without difficulties. The proposals had been sent by Prime Minister Viorica Dăncilă the day before, on February

20. Răzvan Cuc is a former Minister of Transport, whereas Daniel Suciu is a leader of PSD MPs, a trusted ally of PSD Chairman Liviu

Dragnea, matching the strategic importance of the Regional Development Ministry.

For context, Dragnea stated “if Iohannis refuses these two proposals, we might take a firmer action”, without explaining what could this

mean. Moreover, both nominations were made public after a very intense meeting inside PSD, with many local leaders accusing Dragnea

of handling the party on his own will.
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President Iohannis met with his Egyptian counterpart, Abdel Fattah El-Sisi

► The meeting took place on Saturday, February 23, during the EU-League of Arab States Summit in Sharm El-Sheikh.

The heads of state discussed the existing relationship between the two countries and concrete opportunities for development.

Furthermore, El-Sisi and Iohannis discussed shared priorities of the Romanian Presidency of the Council.
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PSD representatives attended the PES Congress in Madrid. Dragnea talked about justice restoration and

amending “mistakes and abuses of the past”

► The PES (European Socialists) Congress was held in Madrid on Friday and Saturday, February 22-23, to officially confirm Frans

Timmermans as PES’ official candidate for the presidency of the European Commission and to pass an election manifesto for this May’s

European Parliament elections. Dragnea also talked about improving the communication between European and Romanian

representatives: “I had a very good and very interesting discussion with Sergei Stanishev (PES Chairman), Frans Timmermans (First Vice-

president of the European Commission), and Udo Bullmann (Leader of the Socialists and Democrats’ Group in the European) and I came

up with solutions for better communication. For my part, from our part, there is openness and we hope for better communication and

better cooperation. Yes, we must also restore justice, we must amend the mistakes and abuses of the past, we must demonstrate to the

right that we are better than them and that we are united in defending their attacks. The right would like us to be divided anywhere in

Europe. I believe we should not fall into this trap. The European Union needs a change that only we, the attendees and our colleagues

from all over Europe can bring”. Ironically enough, Frans Timmermans was the most vocal critic of the recent controversial amendments

to Romania’s justice legislation.
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PM Dăncilă met The Social Equity Minister from Israel

► The meeting took place on Tuesday, February 19. PM Dăncilă expressed her satisfaction for the development of the two countries’

relations. The Israeli Minister of Social Equity Gila Gamliel is also the Secretary General of the World Jewish Restitution Organization

Colette Avital.

According to the press release issued by the Romanian Government, “discussions were focused on the actions that Romania wishes to

promote in the upcoming period, including the organization in Bucharest of a conference on combating the Holocaust denial. Prime

Minister Viorica Dancilă expressed her satisfaction for the development of the relations between Romania and Israel, as well as for the

intensification of the bilateral political dialogue”.
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SMEs Minister Radu Ștefan Oprea and his German counterpart held a meeting to discuss German

investments in Romania

► The bilateral meeting took place during the informal meeting of EU trade ministers in Bucharest, on February 21. The priorities of the

Romanian Presidency of the Council of the European Union and promoting German investments in Romania were the main topics

discussed during minister Ștefan-Radu Oprea’s bilateral meeting with his German counterpart, Peter Altmaier, Federal Minister for

Economic Affairs and Energy.

The two ministers also addressed the current issues related to trade policy, with the main priorities as negotiations between the

European Union and the United States of America and the modernization of the World Trade Organization (WTO). Additional topics of

discussion were related to the general investment climate in Romania, investment conditions for German investors in Romania, as well as

the development of German investments in Romania and their contribution to the Romanian economy. The two officials expressed their

support for strengthening trade relations between Germany and Romania through activities aimed at promoting future cooperation and

for taking advantage of existing opportunities, for example through the German-Romanian Cooperation Council.
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Defense Minister Gabriel Leș attended a meeting at the NATO headquarters in Brussels, underlined

Romania’s main objectives on deterrence and defense on NATO’s Eastern flank

► During a press conference held last week at the Ministry of Defence, Gabriel Leș stated that “Romania's main objective has remained

linked to consolidating the deterrent and defensive posture on NATO’s Eastern flank, on the following lines of action: strengthening the

advanced presence in the Black Sea region, strengthening the fighting capacity of the South East Multinational Brigade, promoting

Romania's offer on the development on the national territory of a land-based command-control capability, an army corps that

complements the command and control deficit in the region, and defining a long-term strategy in the Black Sea”. Minister Leș added that

key issues on the agenda of the two-day talks included the implementation of deterrence and defense decisions and allied operations

and missions.
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Romania is working intensely for negotiations on the 2020 Multiannual Financial Framework to advance in

due time

► According to EU Affairs Minister-Delegate George Ciamba, Romania is strongly involved in negotiating the 2020 MFF for the document

to be finalized without any delays. “We are working intensely in order to ensure that these important negotiations on the future

Multiannual Financial Framework advance in due time.

Furthermore, Minister Ciamba underlined last week that “it's important for the EU to establish the steps for implementing the 2030

Agenda for Sustainable Development. We should consider the global impact of actions at the EU level. We will further work intensely on

this topic during Romania's Presidency at the EU Council”.
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PNL wishes to revoke the Ombudsman. USR draws letters to European institutions complaining about the

current amendments in justice legislation

► According to Raluca Turcan (PNL’s Group Leader in the Chamber of Deputies), PNL has submitted a complaint to the Constitutional

Court (CCR) regarding the OUG on justice and, on the same occasion, the Liberals also expressed intentions to revoke the Ombudsman

for “failing to represent Romanians’ interests”: “the Ombudsman is the only institution in Romania which, according to the Constitution,

can contest an Emergency Ordinance. We do not trust Victor Ciorbea at all. He will not take any of our requests into consideration,

therefore, he needs to go home. The Ombudsman only defends Liviu Dragnea and his acolytes”. Furthermore, the Liberals will appraise

the Venice Committee on the justice related ordinance as well. Turcan characterized the current situation as “very serious”: “this is the

third ordinance on justice against Greco and Venice Committee’s recommendations”.
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► USR prepared letters to the European institutions to complain about the current situation on justice. According to USR

representatives, “this is a legitimate approach, through which the European partners of Romania, have to be correctly and really

informed about and what are the implications of these changes, which have been made without a minimum consultation - whether

internal or external - despite that having been mandatory under the latest recommendations of the Cooperation and Verification

Mechanism”. Barna (USR Chairman) characterized the following days as being “critical”.

► Ludovic Orban (PNL Chairman) stated that “the Ordinance adopted by the Government for amending the Justice Laws represents a

defiance to every Romanian and the partners at the EU level”. More and more pressure from the opposition is expected over the next

days as this week is filled up with protests from the magistrates’ and judges’ side in numerous cities around Romania.
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Journalist Rareș Bogdan to open PNL’s list for European Parliament elections

► Political sources have reported on February 24 that Journalist Rareș Bogdan will open the list of the Liberal Party for May’s European

Parliament Elections. Negotiations between PNL Chairman Ludovic Orban and Rareș Bogdan have reportedly advances in this direction.

Second on the list may be Siegfried Mureșan, a current MEP and spokesman of EPP. Third on the list would be Mircea Havan, Mayor of

Alba Iulia, followed by MEPs Adina Vălean and Daniel Budea. Also on eligible positions, PNL may place Vasile Blaga, Dan Motreanu,

Cristian Bușoi. The ninth and tenth seats, with limited chances of success, may be offered to Gheorghe Falcă, Mayor of Arad, and Marian

Jean Marinescu, MEP.
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► Expect increased debates over the 2019 state budget draft. Dragnea called Iohannis a “hypocrite” for refusing to

rubber stamp the budget and for referring the legislation to the CCR. Furthermore, expect continued criticism from the

opposition as well, before the CCR rules on the constitutionality of the budget on March 6.

► Expect intense debates over the newly adopted ordinance on justice, protests may still follow regardless of the voting

result on the simple motion filed in by the opposition against Justice Minister Tudorel Toader. Furthermore, PM Dăncilă

sent an open invitation to CSM (Superior Magistrates’ Council) and to magistrate’s association representative to talk

about the newly adopted changes. Some associations already refused to take part of these talks. The General Prosecutor

publicly asked the Ombudsman to engage in this issue.
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► Expect increased media pressure after the conclusion of Laura Codruța Kovesi’s candidacy for Chief European

Prosecutor. A vote in the European Parliament’s LIBE Commission is expected on February 27.

► On Monday, February 25, PSD has withdrawn political support for the nomination of Mircea Drăghici as President of

the Permanent Electoral Authority (AEP), following harsh criticism from the opposition and civil society. However,

Drăghici will be PSD’s campaign chief in the 2019 European Parliament elections. PSD has also granted political support

for the AEP leadership to Constantin Mitulețu Buică, a current secretary general of the party.
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